
Tlme to make some changes
Say "No" tc cheap settlennents anC "Yes" to trial by fire

Nicholas C. Rowley

Seven- and eight-figure verdicts are
truly awesome. The thing is that these
big wins are only a very small percentage
of the cases being handled in our com-
munities.'When I am introduced today,
the list of big verdicts is what people hear
and it's gotten to the point where I have
been called for advice one too many
times with the preface, "I knou this isn't
uorth your time because it's not a big multi-
mi,ll;ion d,ollar cas e."

Recently, when coming in last minute
on a trial to help on a "smaller case," the
defense lawyer approached me and said
"Rowley, why are you messing around with a
case like this?" This got me thinking about
a false impression that exists about many
ofus who have been lucky to have a role
in achieving big verdicts, where we came
from, how important all cases are, big
and small, and what I believe is the
biggest problem in our civiljustice sys-
tem.

In addition to my thoughts, I have
done some raw investigation, a bit of his-
torical analysis of my own personal expe-
riences over the past fifteen years, and
gathered insight from more than a hand-
ful of reliable people in our organization.

Based on this, I have some beliefs to
share and maybe even the beginning of a
solution to what I am confident all of you
reading will agree is a catastrophic prob-
lem that is only worsening.

Small but worthy cases don't get
resonable compensation

Over the past fifteen years our civil-

stronger and bolder than they used to be.
They have offered less and less to settle
legitimate cases and, through propagan-
dizing ourjurois about the so-called
"frivolous lawsuit problem," they have
succeeded in setting up a system where
cheap offers and frivolous defenses have
become the norm.

The industry practice today is deny-
ing claims, treating victims as if they are
frivolous, greedy, and lawsuit-happy peo-
ple, and pushing cases to trial that should
be settled. The result is that fewer and
fewer cases are being tried because fewer
lawyers are pushing back. The insurance
companies are smart and know with pre-
cision who tries cases, who doesn't, what
past cases have been settled for, and
which cases aren't worthy enough for a
capable trial lawyer to step in.

The insurance companies have the
high-volume plaintiff firms working so
hard running around chasing the carrot
on other cases that there isn't enough
time or resources to take even l0 percent
of the worthy cases to trial. And, when
courage does get mustered up on some of
these "10 percent" cases, the insurance
companies have a cookie-cutter strategy
that beats the client and lawyer down in a
way that matches up with the propaganda
we have all been fed.

Medical costs are "built-up" only to
be torn down

The way cases are being "built up" to
achieve reasonable compensation is to
have the injury victims submit to risky

and open the door to defense experts to
say it's nothing but degeneration. The ju-
rors are then focused on deciding the
case on MRI frrlms which four different
doctors would interpret four different
ways, rather than making a decision
based on compelling and true human
stories of injury and damage.

The belief many lawyers have is that
in order to get reasonable value on a
case, a bunch ofexperts have to be re-
tained to explain the truth; the costs asso-
ciated with building a case makes it
impossible for most cases to be pushed to
trial and almost all these cases end up in
unsuccessful mediation.

Mediation is part of the defense strategy

\4/hat we all know is that many medi-
ations arejust part ofthe defense strategy
of cheapeningjustice and beating down
the injury victim and lawyer. More often
than not I am told that the mediation was
a waste of time. This all works to the ben-
efit of the insurance company, almost
every time. The mediator does his or her
best and is played by the insurance com-
pany who doesn't give any conrrol to the
insurance lawyer; the insured defendant
never shows up because his or her in-
volvement is only to sit as a pawn at trial
to defraud the jury into believing rhat an
individual is being sued. The mediation
ends with the plaintiff 's lawyer leaving
with clients who feel let down and be-
trayed, and this results in disconnect and
more lack of the caring and trusting rela-
tionship that is needed in order ro go to

comes to achieving reasonable compensa-
tion for injury victims and families who
don't fall into the "big grandiose case cat-
egory." As times have changed, the insur-
ance companies have become much
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has experts who say the procedures were
unnecessary and multiples of what rea-
sonable costs should be. Cases are being
defined and valued based on shoddy MRI
scans that show bulges that we all have

something different occurs and the insur-
ance company is taught a lesson. It is
such a rare occasion that when it does
happen, it is like a fly biting a bull.

Changes cont'inues
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This is what is happening in our
civil-justice system and nobody is talking
about it.

We don't want to hear it because we
would rather hear about the dragon
being slayed where the big corporation,
insurance companies andlor their hired
guns took that big hard hit: The cases
wherejustice is achieved for a deserving
catastrophic-injury victim and famil¡
and we all toast our glasses to the great
victory.

Big verdict, minor impact on the
insurer

You know what I am talking about,
those verdicts that are Thial Lawyer of the
Year worthyl I love the feeling ofthose

big victories as much as anybody and am
happy when others succeed. I am not
writing here to instruct on how to get a
great giant verdict - I'll leave thar for oth-
ers to do for the moment.

lVhat I want to talk about is a chronic
problem that will be the death of our civil
justice system as we currently know it.
Tälking about large verdicts is imporrant
for this purpose.

Here is what you need to know.
When one of us hits a bigjury verdict -
seven- or eight-figures - it doesn't really
hurt the i,nsurance com,pany as much as ue..
think. Imagine shooti.ng a bulle: intò a giant
Marshmallow Man or King Kong for that
matter. There might be a stutter for a
minute, but not much more than that.

This is because the insurance companies
can afford to bleed. Limitless money, rhis
is what our enemy has running through
its veins to fight us with. Gening hit, ãven
really hard, on one case doesn't hurt the
insurance company very badly.

Changing the system

So, now that you have hearcl what I
have to say about the problem, I hope
you are ready to hear and be part ofthe
solution. Insurance companies success-
fully operate based on their ability ro pre-
dict the future. Risksreaiiy aren't risks
because they are calculateã and antìci-
pated such that when the "worst .us. sèe-
narios" occur it's no surprise and doesn,t
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Ghanges - continued

hurt. Therefore, nothing changes. It's
business as usual for the insurance com-
pany. The insurance companies are smart
and want to make more and more money
so they squeeze where they know they can
get away with it and upon succeeding ar
defeating the weakest among us start
coming after the stronger. Those who are
really dangerous, the insurance compa-
nies try to befriend, buy off and bring
into organizations that benefit the insur-
ance industry. Let's not be a part of
that.

The big verdicts that happen each
year are mostly predictable. Show us a
clear liability multi-figure case in rhe
right hands and we will eventually see the
expected result. Let's make things unpre-
dictable by stepping up and trying cases
where the insurance companies don't see
us coming.

A case does not live or die on an
MRI. The human story is what prevails,
and we can successfully try many more
cases with true undeniable human stories
if that is where we put our focus.

Most lawyers and injury victims I talk
to say it's getting worse. Big name insur-
ance companies are doing things like
only offering $1,500 on cases that are
worth much more where good people
have been truly hurt and damaged.

Trying the smaller case

The bottom line is that all of us have
to start trying the smaller and midlevel
cases, and have the courage to stand
strong and say "no, that's not enough, we
are going to trial." We need to say no to
hundreds of thousands when we know a
million dollars isn't fair trade for what
the clients have endured. We need to say
no to $1,500 when we know the human
loss is worth 50 or a hundred times
more.

The insurance companies know our
middle ground is weak. They have sized
us and are more and more and I

ground will erode and then the smallest
and weakest will fade away. Let's not let
that happen.

We all know this is the trurh, bur rhe
question is whether we will accept respon-
sibility for the problem, make a decision
to revolt, and have the courage to effectu-
ate a solution. Tälk is cheap, trials are ex-
pensive and time consuming, but saying
no to cheap settlements and going to
trial is the solution and we can make
things better.

The insurance companies and their
defense firms have become more rude,
cheap, and crass on the small and mid-

"level cases because we have faited. Big
. cases get big attention because big money
is involved. Mid-level cases don't get as
much attention and the smaller ones get
hardly any. Many lawyers, who fìgure out
how to fight their way rhrough rhe gaunr-
let to where they get the bigger cases,
don't look back. The skill set and rools
they developed along the way disappear
from the maihsrream battlefields where
we are losing most of the battles. I have
been guilty of that.

When our enemy sees those of us
who they fear most leave the mainstream
battlefield, they strengthen their forces,
move in for the kill, and take no prison-
ers. The consequence ofour warriors los-

' ing the smaller battles is a lack of
willingness to step back into battle again
unless the case is an obvious winner: big
injuries and huge damages - a small per-
centage ofthe cases. We need to get back
to our roots.

Reliving a memory

As I sat across the table from one of
the trial lawyers I've looked up to the
most in this world, I relived a memorv
and remembered my roots. Mike Bidárt
and Tom Girardi always took the time to
come to our little law school in La Verne
and talk to us. I firsr mer them in lg98
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shrinking and believe that over time they
can offer less and less and get away with
it. Unless we all step up and start trying
more cases - and the big guys step down
and try some smaller cases - our middle

fìed law student, made court appear-
ances, took depositions, and even did my
first trials throughout the Inland Empire.
One time I even got to go to fancy Bev-
erly Hills and sit second chair on a MIST
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Iup. As soon as I became a certi-cases trial. They know our numbers are



case, which is when I first learned what a

nonsuit was!

Mike Bidart always made sure to go
out of his way to talk to me (he was not
the lawyer who got nonsuited) and would
give me advice anytime I needed it. After
taking the bar exam in 2002 and winning
one of my first medical malpractice trials,
I was at a restaurant in Claremont and
Mr. Bidart came up to me and gave me a

giant bear hug I'll never forget. He was

proud and it meant the world to me.
llhe verdict was $260,000 and the

trial took a month. I was actually embar-
rassed about the case because I had asked
for a million dollars and shed tears in my
closing argument not knowing then how
to hlter my anger at the defense attorney,
a past ABOTA president, for treating the
woman I represented as badly as he did.

I quickly told Mr. Bidart it wasn't the
verdict I had asked for and that it wasn't
anything compared to the great verdicts
other lawyers got. I told him how I had
asked for a million dollars and that the
jury took three days to deliberate. Mr.
Bidart stopped me mid-sentence and
said, "you asked for a million dollars,
good for you, they took three days to de-
liberate because some of those jurors
wanted to give it to your client." He then
went on to tell me (and when Mike Bidart
tells you something, you believe it) that
trying tough cases like that is just as im-
portant as the big ones. He told me that
winning the smaller cases and even going
to trial when you know you will probably
lose makes a huge difference because it
shows the insurance companies we will
take them on. I called him once after los-
ing a case, and he told me the best trial
lawyers try tough cases and risk losing.

As I tried more and more cases I saw

the settlernents go up and up. I didn't
have big cases back then, not for many
years. I tried five-figure cases, criminal-
defense cases, anything I could get my

paid more because of the uncertainty fac-
tor arising from my motto of "try any
case, anytime, anywhere."

Fast forward to today, 2015

It has only been oflate that I have
faken the time to look at other firms'
cases and this was prompted because a
good friend and rial lawyer, who I love,
was dealing with a diff,rcult insurance de-
fense lawyer on a conflict with a trial
starting in a certain courtroom on a cer-
tain date. That date conflicted with my
friend's wedding and honeymoon.

The offer on the MIST case was

$7,500 and the insurance defense lawyer
was being diflicult. It pissed me off. The
case was worth the $50K polic¡ and the
insurance company was being cheap and
rude. The client was sitting right there in
the trial assignment department in down-
town Los Angeles. I was in jeans and a tee
shirt because I was sitting as a mockjuror
and giving input on a trial across the hall.
I said I'd try the case.

Over the weekend I re-read David
Ball and Don Keenan's book on the Rep-
tile approach to MIST cases, got to know
the file and the client, and showed up to
pick the jury. As the jurors gathered in
the hall, the insurance company offered
the $50K. It felt great. It reminded me of
my old self. This stirred me up and
prompted what I have done the past few
weeks, some of what I have told you al-
read¡ the rest of which I will say now.

dedicated warrior in our justice system
should.

The thing is that I have the time -
many of us who do big cases have the
time to dedicate to trying a few not-so-big
cases eachyear. This is because big cases

get continued, delayed and settled all the
time, which results in the six to eight
weeks that were set aside for the big case

freeing up. Maybe not all six to eight
weeks free up, but one or two certainly do
and that is when those of us who try cases

regularly should put out the word that we

are available to try a case or help some-
body who has the courage to do it alone.
If we do this and help each other take the
not-so-big-and-hot cases to trial, the in-
surance companies are going to have no
choice but to change the cheap way that
they do things.

Keep them guess¡ng

This is because they will be unable to
predict who will show up for trial. For
those who have a high volume of cases,

pick a handful and don't negotiate the
usual way. Send a 998 for a fair number
and when it isn't paid, all bets are off and
that case goes to trial. There are many
willing and capable lawyers who just want
to try cases. Put in the work and try a few

yourself and you will see the value of your
other cases soar.

So, how do we try cases in aclear,
short, simple, and cost-effective way? For
those of you who don't know him, let me
introduce Pejman (Pej) Ben-Cohen. He
thought about changing his name to Paul ,

or Pete because ofthe negative connota-
tion to having a Persian name as a trial
lawyer, but his father said he would be a
disgrace ifhe did and I am proud that he
didn't. Pej has been trying cases left and
right, has committed himself to master-
ing thejury trial method, and I vouch for
him as a trial lawyer. He has been men-
tored by Arash Fiomampour and a few
other gïeat rial lawyers includingJosephhands on that was worth the Even-

cases

along with large settlements verdicts;and
as a consequence, the smaller cases

started settling for a lot more. I never
truly thought it was anything special
about me, and I now know the enemY

Legitimate cases sold out cheap

Over the past few months, I have vis-
ited a number of law firms that do high-
volume work. I have gone over the files,
demands vs. offers, and settlements for
2015. I was blown away and saddened by

what I saw. It angered me. I was looking
for big cases for a few more glory days.

Täking the time to consider cases that are

not.just clear liability and huge damages,

there are thousands of legitimate cases

with real injuries being sold out cheap.

These are the cases around which I built
my trial skills and passion with, but as of
late have not cared about the way a truly

cently tried a cases against Allstate in-
cluding a case we tried together
employing the following Tiial by Fire
(burn down the frivolous defenses)
stePs:
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Ghanges - continuéd

Last minute preparation on your
newest trial

The call comes in and you are asked
to try a case at the l lth hour.

'DO.' Meet the client and the person
who can best tell you about his or her in-
juries and damages right away. Don't be
a skeptic. Listen with an open heart and
mind. Imagine yourself going through

everything that this human has experi-
enced.

You need to know the human being:
go through a blank timeline and calendar
from the date of the injury to rhe present
and listen to what the/have gone'
through. Then, when you look at the
other stuff, which probably isn't all that
great anyhow, you will be able to fill in
the gaps and know whar is righr and
wrong.

Go to the scene where the injury oc-
curred. If it's a med-mal case, go to the
hospital or medical group, walk around,
feel what it is like to be there. If it is a car
wreck case go to the scene and drive it,
stop and get out, Iearn the landscape. If
it is a premises case at Wal-Mart buy your-
selfa new outfitl
rDON'T: Stereotype the client by adding
up the medical bills to decide what the
case is worth or spend a number of hours
reading through depositions and records
that don't tell a cohesive human story.

Jury selection
rDO: Ask for a mini opening and don't
oversell or argue the case. Tell the.jury
what you are asking for and why. Give a
range if you are unsure. Point out what
the defense is going to argue and then
provide a counter for each defense argu-
ment. In voir dire, especially when you
are limited in time by thejudge, focus on
connecting with the jury. Look each one
ofthem in their eyes and see who they
are_as "human beings" and not as jurors.
Embrace them. Understand that they u..
a part of your team rrying to help you ger
justice for your client.
.DON'T: Try to sell your case in the mini_
opening or in voir dire. The jurors will
see right through it and will think you are
just another greedy plaintiff 's larnryer try-
ing to g-et money. You have not gained '

the credibiliry of thejury and tolome out
arguing won't do you any good.

statement
rDO.. Srart with liability. This is a case of
100 percenr. negligence where the fdefen_
dantl is 100 percent at fault fo..u,rri.rg u

Changes continues
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Changes - continued

car wreck. This is something that has al-
ready been established in this case. The
only question is: what happened to the
human being who I represent and what is
it worth over [x] years?

Or", this is a case of shared responsi-
bility. The young man sitring here who I
represent was negligent. He played a part
in hurting himself. He owns that, he ad-
mits it; he will tell you what he did and
horv he has lived with the consequences.
We are here because the Defense does not
accept any responsibilit¡ so we need to
have a trial and we need your help.

Tell thejury once again whar you are
asking for and why. Give a specific range
of money because this is a money case. If
you can't talk about it by now, you are not

going to get any better by closing argu-
ment. And the jurors deserve to know
from the outset what the range is so they
can evaluate the case as it goes. Don't
worry ifthe range changes. Be honest
with the jurors abour it in the end, maybe
the evidence will justify a verdicr by g out
of 12 of them for less and maybe it will
be more. Tell them rhat in opening. Em-
polver the jury. Go over the items of
damages that march up with the human
losses in the jury instructions and do it
with precision and examples by way of
stolies and what the life expectancy is.
Explain what past damages are and fu-
ture damages.
.DON'T: Be overly emotional or dra-
matic in your opening statement. It is

better to undersell than it is to oversell
the case. Credibiiity is what wins an open-
ing statement. Simply state the facts
through a human story.
.DO: Let the defense have a long rope
during their opening and then hang the
defense lawyer with your first witness.
Show during the defense opening that
)iou are not afraid. Be calm and collected
ànd write down notes of the specific
things that are said by the clefense lar,vyer
that you know are untrue.

Your case in chief/direct examination
tDO: Put your best foot for-ward. Tèll the
story ofyotrr client through your rvit-
nesses. And you MUST have witnesses

Changes co,tltinues
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Changes - continued

other than your client talk about how the
crash has affected him or her.
,DON'T: Ask useless questions. Get to the
point and don't waste the jury's time.

Cross examinat¡on

.DO,'Advance your case with each wit-
ness. Ifyou prove a fact through an ad-
verse witness, the fact sticks.

Tiust yourjury. What you might think will
take an hour and a half might be better
accomplished in 20 minutes.
rDON'T: Ask questions you don'r know
the answers to. Don't jump into the cage
with expert witnesses because they are
trained at avoiding answering your
questions relating to medicine or acci-
dent reconstruction or biomechanics.
Hit the expert with four or five points
and stop. This is the hardest thing to do
as a trial lawyer. You have to know when
to STOP. Think about it this way - if you
are watching a bully beat up on a child
who would you identify with? The child.
.No matter what the child did wrong,
you will have feelings of sympathy to-
wards the child.

Closing argument
.DO.' Reverse roles with the jury and ask
yourself, "If I was ajuror and I was sit-
ting through this trial, what would I want
to hear in closing?" Empower the jury
and remind them of what their role is
and make sure they understand that they
only need 9 out of 12 to answer "yes" to
each question. Tälk about the burden of
proof and remind them that they can
have all the doubt that they want, but if
at the end ofthe day you prove your
case by a feather more than the defense,

'then you win. Explain ro rhem that they
"MUST" award pain and suffering dam-
ages as stated in the jury instruction. Go
through each ofthe pain and suffering
elements under the CACI instructions
and give human examples from your
client's story.
,DON'T: Regurgitate the evidence. Tiust
that thejury heard and lisrened to it
throughout the trial. Hit the key points.
Do nor leave it to the jury to decide gen_
eral damages or pain and suffering -
give them a formula to use.

Rebuttal

.ÐO: Have your rebuttal prepared befor-
you listen to the defense lawyèr speak.
.DON'T: Get thrown off your coJrse by
being_emotionally influencecl by the dé_
fense lawyer's closing.

Chanses continues
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Changes - continued

Conclusion

I propose that together we find 50
cases for 2016 and have rhem lined up
for trial byJanuary l5th. My commir-
ment will be to look at each case, meet
with the injury victim and family, help
prepare the lawyer who wants to try the
case and/or help find a capable trial
lawyer who will help. We all commit to
donating a portion of the attorney's fees
to the Los Angeles Tiial Lawyers Chari-
ties ("LATLC"), of which Pej servecl as the
second founding president.

Together we can learn how to effi-
ciently get more small and mid-level
cases to and through trial with only a few

hours ofa case in chief, picking a good
honest jury using one medical witness,
and committing to telling the human sto-
ries of the injury victim and family.

By the end of 20i6, we will see how
the stats turn ollt, and I will report back
with brutal honesty. I am willing to bet
our time and even some of our money
that we can effectuate the beginning of
change that has a monumental impact on
the lives of good human beings who are
deserving ofjustice.

We are not alone in this. My firm, in-
cludingJoseph Low who is the chief of
our special ops trial team, pej, Bob Simon
and his army, Gary Dordick, Garo
Mardirossian, Ashley Parris, and others

are all willing to help. There are many
others. Let's make some change!

Nicholas C. Rouley is a þartner of the
law firm o/Carpenter; Zuckerman & Ror-
ley. He has seraed, as an instru,ctor at Geny
Spence's Tïial Lauyers College and d,eliaetecl
sþeeches nationwide. He entered practice in
2001 af,er graduating from the Uniaersitl of
La Verne College of Law and receiueiL his
b_achelor's degree from park Uniaersitl. Rowley
has achieaed, numerous seuen- ancl ezght-fguie
uerdicts and was a finalist þr ttrc CAALA-
"Trial Lawyer of the Year" auarcl seueral
times. ln 2009, he receiaecl the Consumer At-
torneys of Sary Diego's "Outstanding Tiiat
Lauyer" award.
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+ Trial Skills Training + Framing openings, closings, case presentation
+ Voir Dire Preparation + Mock Jury Trial and Focus Groups
i Juror Questionnaires o Witness preparation
g ln-court Assist. wl )ury Selection o Graphic Design

*{{ } i Fl'rt [-{lL l } * {: + 
j,,\å-åf fi

& /\.,re¡q" l,ii(,1,,
j rr clynirj h roth sclr i l ri.com

tn c lra be roc h.r berl aw.com

wwlrr.jhrothschilci.co¡n

www.chaberlaw.corn

530.979.1695
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